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+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
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+ Cross-cable

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Integrated WebServer

You would like to use a device that is small and handy and reasonably parameterizable
yet? No problem, with the TELE-Router you fulfill all these requirements. The device is
parameterizable via an integrated web server, connections self-explanatory.

Visualisation of your S7- PLC via COM-Port

Your panel provides a serial port and no MPI/Profibus for connecting a S7-PLC. Connect
the MPI/PPI-cable with it and you're Online with your panel.



Remote maintenance with TS-software without original TS-adaptor

You have to reach urgend your PLC via remote maintenance and have no TS-adaptor in
your company? No problem, configure with the MPI-Kabelmanager your
S7-interface-cable MPI/PPI-Kabel the mode "TS" for "remote maintenance", connect this
cable with the TS-Adapter (article number 9350-TS) with a standard modem and send it
all to your client. Now you will be able to start the connection with your TS-sofware and
solve the problem. And this all without buying a original TS-adapter.

S7-CP-replacement (without LAN-CP to the PLC-device)

Do you have a S7-PLC-device without CP243-1, CP343-1 or CP443-1 and would like to
connect via LAN? Then plug the S7-LAN on the PLC-device and your access via
RFC1006 is ready for use.



User dependant network access

You have PLC/LAN-participants different supplier in your network and everybody should
have access to this network? No problem, you give every supplier a VPN-username and
passwort, define in the destination device a user-dependent network-access and after
positiv login he only can communicate to the released ip-addresses.

Data backup S7-PLC over MPI/Profibus on USB-stick via dig. IO

Via digital input triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via MPI/Profibus to
USB-stick


